
Rolling Sky

**About Rolling Sky**

Rolling Sky is an arcade game in which players have to direct a small ball over a flat surface full of

obstacles. Once the ball touches an obstacle or falls off the level, the game is over. The goal is to

reach the end of the level unscathed.

In Rolling Sky a quick response and a little patience are requested. The seemingly simple

gameplay of the game is at the second glance quite more challenging than expected. Your task is

to direct a small ball over a plane. On your way to the finish line, nasty obstacles await you to

prevent you from continuing your journey. You can dodge the obstacles with simple swipe

movements to the right or to the left. But watch out: The obstacles are getting harder to overcome

and the pace of the level is getting faster and faster. Direct your ball through different worlds,

avoid all obstacles and bring your ball safely to the finish line. As soon as you touch an obstacle or

fall off the plane, the round is over and you have to start over.

**Rolling Sky - Features:** 

- Avoid all obstacles: In the arcade game Rolling Sky, you have to direct a small ball over a level

and avoid all obstacles. You control the ball with the help of swipe movements. If you swipe your

finger left or right, the ball will move in the direction you specify. Precise control of the ball is of

great importance, as you can prevent the ball from touching obstacles or falling off the plane like

that. If you touch an obstacle or fall, the game round is over and you have to start all over again.

The level is finished as soon as you reach the goal.

- Mean obstacles: While you are dealing with relatively simple obstacles at the beginning of the

game, which you can dodge quite easily, the obstacles become more and more difficult as the

game progresses. Prove a good reactivity and dodge obstacles such as breaking floor plates or

swinging hammers early.

- Play in different worlds: To keep the game varied, you can control the ball in different worlds. For

example, the scenes Hill, Universe, Forest, Snowfield or Hell are available.

Conclusion: Rolling Sky definitely requires practice, good responsiveness and speed. If you cannot

complete the levels at the first try, yet stay motivated: some levels just need multiple attempts.


